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Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year to all our readers!!
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Club Meeting Dates
Jan 14 (DCC) & 28
Mar 11 (DCC) & 25
May 6 (DCC) & 20
Jul 8 (DCC) & 22
Sep 9 (DCC) & 23
Nov 11 (DCC) & 25

Feb 11 (DCC) & 25
Apr 8 (DCC) & 22
Jun 10 (DCC) & 24
Aug 5 (DCC) &19
Oct 14 (DCC) & 28/29

Feb 25th/26th Ebor Group Show (Wolfdale)

Dec 9th

Meeting Venue
Meetings are held (normally) on the fourth Saturday of every month but this can vary so please
check dates. All monthly meetings will be held at Heworth Community Centre, Stray Road,
Burnholme, York YO31 0HG (off A1079 within York Ring Road).
By bus from York station:

Using Coastline 840, 843 or 845 (Coast bound) leaving at c.7, 27 and 47 minutes past each
hour to Stockton Lane. Return from Stockton Lane at 06, 26 and 46 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 13 to Stockton Lane (Junction Hempland Lane) leaving at 22 and 52
minutes past each hour. Return from Stockton Lane at 21 and 51 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 11 to Applecroft Road/Stray Road (right outside Centre) leaving at 05
and 35 minutes past returning at 01 and 31 minutes past each hour until 6.00 pm.
From Stockton Road walk along Whitby Road (Medical Centre on left) follow road around to left
and then right into Applecroft Road. Community Centre is on the right just past Hempland
School.
Map and driving directions are available from Editor if required.
NB. YOU ARE ADVISED TO CHECK THESE ION ADVANCE from the Coastliner website
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the December issue of MagNnet—it doesn’t seen 5 minutes since this time last year, but here we are
approaching the last meeting of the year. It is the group’s 21st Xmas, and, as a group and as individual modellers,
we really have come a long way since those early days; and hopefully 2017 will continue this trend. May I say best
wishes to all members and families for Xmas and the New Year

NEWS


John has a couple of notebooks left (see Meeting notes) which he will bring to the Xmas meeting



Layouts for the meeting:

Guys Cutting and Watts Crossing,
so plenty of opportunity for roundy-roundy trains!.!



As I have now completed 5 years as Editor of MagNnet, perhaps it is time for someone else to step up and
take over. Anyone interested please have a chat with me, Sandy or Steven, before the AGM.
DM

Notes of Meeting—Saturday November 26th
Next meeting on January 28th
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Footnote to Grace Quay
Just a small correction to the article on the article on Tony Harrison’s new layout Grace Quay as featured in the November edition of the MagNnet, in no way can I claim to be the originator of the necessary modification to Unitrack rail joiners, this was an art shown to me by a member of the Raven family whilst searching for a method of jointing several tracks over a base board joint. It was only when
Tony was considering cassettes for his layout that I realised that Unitrack might provide the answer
to his problem as so it appears to have done.
PH

Making Trees using Woodland Scenics
Parts Needed






Tree armatures TR1121 2”-3” makes scale heights of 33ft to 40ftin n scale, For trees which are higher, then use
TR1122 or TR1123 giving scale heights of between 40ft and 100ft
1 packet Foliage F51 light green
1 packet foliage F52 medium green
S195 Hob-E-Tac adhesive
(cheap) hair spray

Bend and twist tree armatures inro a 3D shape. Aplly Hob-R-Tac to all branches, but not the trunk. Let it go tacky (or dry &
clear) and pull foliage until it is thin and lacy and attach to armatures. Spray with hair spray to keep it in place. Set aside to
dry. Works out at about 50p a tree
AS

Kato Chicago Metra North Pole
Christmas Train
Mike H brought this in to show us at
the November DCC meeting. He has
added a sound chip to the loco as
well; makes a really impressive model
(and gives me a Christmas image for
the front cover!!
DM

Operation North Pole (ONP) is a volunteer-based public charity. ONP works with Chicago’s major children’s hospitals, providing a day of fun and fantasy for families who have a child battling a life threatening illness by hosting
a fantasy trip to the North Pole. The magical experience includes, breakfast, a festive train ride to the North Pole,
a visit with Santa, winter wonderland fun, entertainment, treats, personal wish list gifts, and much more! It's ONP's
goal to provide these families an unforgettable experience amidst very challenging times.
The above lifted from the Kato USA website)
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Stuttgart Show
John B sent me some pictures taken of Heworth and the team at the recent show at Stuttgart, and everything
seemingly went well, and proved to be an enjoyable and worthwhile experience (Ed)

Mark has also posted a video of the layout on YouTube : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6E2x2dP2q0M
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Black Diamonds Visit—Kegworth
Sandy and I recently followed up an invite to visit a meeting of the Black Diamonds NMRA group to see
what they do, have a chat about FREEMO etc. A very enjoyable day was had, with conversations about a
wide range of topics from layout control, module designs and possible shows to take part in. As a result we
have an invite to take part in an Open Weekend for Mech Models next May, and also possible inclusion of
some of our modules in a large layout as part of the NMRA Convention in October (which clashes with our
Open Weekend).
They are also keen to bring modules to join in with us at a possible weekend meeting at Heworth next summer—enough interest for us to seriously consider organising one.
The photo on the left shows their ‘Junction’
and this , in a slightly revamped form, will form
the centre of the Convention layout with double and single track modules heading off in 4
directions and hopefully all train movements
controlled by a ‘Dispatcher’.

The photo on the right below is of ‘The Creek’
which has recently been given a ‘makeover’
but was part of the first NTrak show I visited
back in Torquay in 2002

The photo on the left shows their latest ‘endloop’ much bigger and electrically improved on their originals (which again I first saw in 2002, and on which
ours were based) one was at the other end of the layout.
Interestingly when Sandy and I got there just after
1015, there were no layouts up. Eventually a group
got some ON30 boards out and started doing some
work on them. The HO modular layout was up and
running by about 12noon, and Sandy and I helped get
some N scale boards out from under the stage at
1130, by the time we left at 1430 N scale trains had
just started running and they were due to clear up at
1530! We both said we couldn’t cope with that!!
DM
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Scale Speeds Revisited
John Brady

Following some discussions on scale speed with my colleagues at Stuttgart, (and the horrendous
speeds which some trains were run at over the Eurospoor modules) I recalled we had earlier discussions on scale speeds and I had previously worked out a formula for calculating the speed of a
train based on the time it takes to cross a 4 foot module.
Not that I am advocating that all trains should be run at the scale speed because I suspect that the
average public viewers would get rather bored if we did but I present it for your information so at
least you will have some idea of how fast trains are supposedly travelling. I have added a column
for km/H and a further column for the resultant equivalent at 1:148 scale.
Best way of timing this is with a stop watch which is started the front of a train crosses the end of a
4 foot module and stop the watch when the front of the train gets to the other end of the board. If
you don’t have 4ft boards then place two markers beside the track which are 4ft apart.
Time over 4 ft module in seconds

Actual Speed in
MPH

Scale Speed in
MPH for 1:160

Scale Speed in
KPH for 1:160

Scale Speed in
MPH for 1:148

1

2.73
1.82
1.36
1.09
0.91
0.78
0.68
0.61
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.34
0.30
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02

436.36
290.91
218.18
174.55
145.45
124.68
109.09
96.97
87.27
79.34
72.73
67.13
62.34
58.18
54.55
48.48
43.64
39.67
36.36
33.57
31.17
29.09
27.27
25.67
24.24
22.97
21.82
17.45
14.55
9.70
7.27
4.85
3.64

702.55
468.36
351.27
281.02
234.18
200.73
175.64
156.12
140.51
127.74
117.09
108.08
100.36
93.67
87.82
78.06
70.25
63.87
58.55
54.04
50.18
46.84
43.91
41.33
39.03
36.98
35.13
28.10
23.42
15.61
11.71
7.81
5.85

403.64
269.09
201.82
161.45
134.55
115.32
100.91
89.70
80.73
73.39
67.27
62.10
57.66
53.82
50.45
44.85
40.36
36.69
33.64
31.05
28.83
26.91
25.23
23.74
22.42
21.24
20.18
16.15
13.45
8.97
6.73
4.48
3.36

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
25
30
45
60
90
120
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Scale Speeds Revisited
Following some discussions on scale speed at Stuttgart, I recalled we had earlier discussions on scale speeds and I had previously worked out the formula for calculating the
speed of a train based on the time it takes to cross a 4 foot module. Not that I am advocating that all trains should be run at the scale speed because I suspect that the average
public viewers would get rather bored if we did but I present it for your information so at
least you will have some idea of how fast trains are supposedly travelling. I have even
added a column for Kilometres per hour for those of us who work with the modern currency.

MORE ON SCALES
Research from the Web by John Brady

Just to continue the theme of Scale Speeds I thought I may as well go a bit further and include some other definitions of scales which I came across in my research. I am sure all you experts know all about
these—but in case, like me, you don’t then I hope you find them useful. I have avoided going into the
definition of what is N Gauge or N Scale. Do you use British at 1:148 or Continental/European at 1:160
or even Japanese at 1:150. I have seen an argument therefore that there is no such thing as N Scale
unless it is further defined. However, all use N gauge track which is 9mm between the rails—hence Nine
mm Gauge and we should stop calling it N Scale. I’m not convinced that this is the derivation of the “N”
but it’s as good an explanation as any. Works for me. Naturally, being continental I have used 1:160 in
all my calculations so as not to confuse myself – it’s easily done. Speeds will be marginally different at
1:148.
Scale Length: This is shorter than prototype length by a factor equal to the Scale Ratio. The equation
for this is: Scale length (feet) = Prototype length (feet) divided by Scale Ratio.
Scale track gauge (inches) is derived from Prototype track gauge (inches) divided by Scale Ratio
or
Scale track gauge (millimeters) is derived from Prototype track gauge (mm) divided by Scale Ratio.
Scale Area is smaller by a factor equal to the Scale Ratio squared.
Scale Volume decreases by a factor of the SCALE RATIO cubed.
Thus a mile of track at a scale of 1:160 is 5280 feet divided by 160, which equals 33 feet.
A scale square mile of land would be about 61 by 61 feet, which is much larger than most model railways.

WOLFDALE
Just a taster of Mike H’s new Chicago North Western layout, which has a
terminal passenger station (though it can be made through for use with
Freemo) set in the 1960’s. It is 11ft long (half of which is the fiddle yard) and
features the excellent detailed Woodland Scenics ready-built buildings.
First public appearance at the Ebor Group Show Feb 25th/26th.
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From a contact in New Zealand:

Ex-BR Mk2’s

Here is couple of shots of the ex BR Mk 2s that were converted for the Auckland Metro and are now
surplus following electrification. There are about 90 cars stored at Taumarunui awaiting a buyer. A
sale to Africa some where has stalled. There has been loose talk about some of them having toilets
fitted and better seating installed for use between Auckland and Hamilton. I doubt if that will happen
though.
AC
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